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Sixth grade math review worksheets

Division column (more problems with less space) - Division by single digits Part 2 - Division by single digits column division (more problems with smaller space) - Division of double digits part 2 - Division of double digits by tenths, hundredths and thousands of mix addition and subtraction column
multiplication (more problems with less space) More problems with less space Printing our sixth class (grade 6) Mathematical worksheets and activities, or manage them as online tests. Our worksheets use a variety of high-quality images, and some are aligned with common basic standards. Marked
worksheets are only accessible to Help Teaching Pro subscribers. Become a subscriber to access hundreds of standard aligned worksheets. ©: All worksheets contain copyrighted works and are intended for use by individual teachers, lecturers, and parents. Worksheets and/or questions may not be
replicated or distributed in any way outside HelpTeaching.com, regardless of intended use, without express permission. You are here: Main → Worksheets → Level 6 This is a comprehensive collection of free print math worksheets for sixth grade, organized by topics such as multiplication, division,
exponents, place value, algebraic thinking, decimal places, units of measure, ratio, percentage, prime factorization, GCF, LCM, fractions, integers, and geometry. They are randomly generated, printable from your browser and contain key responses. Worksheets support any sixth-grade math program, but
they go particularly well with the sixth-grade IXL math curriculum. Worksheets are randomly generated every time you click on the links below. You can also get a new one, other just by refreshing the page in your browser (press F5). You can print them directly from your browser window, but first check
what it looks like in Print Preview. If the worksheet doesn't fit on the page, adjust the margins, header, and footer in your browser page setup settings. Another option is to scale to 95% or 90% in Print Preview. Some browsers and printers have the Print By Condition option, which automatically scales the
worksheet to fit the printable area. All worksheets are delivered with the reply key located on the other side of the file. In sixth grade, students begin studying starting with algebra (order of operations, expressions and equations). They learn about ratios &amp; percent and start using integers. Students also
explore long division, factoring, fraction arithmetic and decimal arithmetic. In geometry, the emphasis is on the area of triangles and polygons and the volume of rectangular prisms. Other topics include rounding, exponents, GCF, LCM and measurement units. Note that these free worksheets do not cover
all sixth-class topics; in particular, do not involve problem-solving. and division and some reviews Long multiplication Long Division 1-digit divisor, 5-digit dividend, no rest 1-digit divisor, 5-digit dividend, with the rest of the rest divisor, 6-digit dividend, no remainder of 1-digit divisor, 6-digit dividend, with rest
of 1-digit divisor, 7-digit dividend, no rest 1-digit divisor, 7-digit dividend, with rest of 2-digit divisor, 5-digit dividend, no remaining double-digit divisor, 5-digit dividend, rest with double-digit switchboard, 6-digit dividend, no remaining double-digit divisor, 6-digit dividend, with rest of 2-digit divisor, 7-digit
dividend, no remaining double-digit divisor, 7-digit dividend, with rest of 3-digit divisor, 6-digit dividend, no 3-digit divisor, 6-digit dividend , with the rest of the 3-digit divisor, 7-digit dividends, no remnant of the 3-digit divisor, 7-digit dividends, the rest multiply the decimal places, writing the number below
you (0-2 decimals) Divide an integer or decimal number by an integer They need to add zeros to the dividend Convert a fraction to a decimal using long division, rounding the answers to three decimals Convert measuring units using long division &amp; multiplication A good book on a problem with very
varied word problems and strategies on how to solve problems. Contains chapters on: Sequences, Troubleshooting, Money, Percentages, Algebraic Thinking, Negative Numbers, Logic, Ratios, Probability, Measurements, Fractions, Divisions. The questions of each chapter are divided into four levels:
simple, somewhat challenging, challenging and very challenging. Exponents Easy Exponents Challenge Exponents Write Using Exponents Place Value / Rounding Algebra Order Operations Three Operations, uses ÷ for division, no exponents Four operations, uses ÷ for division, no exponents Two or
three operations, uses fraction line for division, no exponents two or three operations, uses fraction line for division, exponents included two, three or four operations, uses fraction line, exponents included expressions Equation Key to Algebra offers a unique, proven way to introduce algebra for your
students. New concepts are explained in simple language, and examples are easy to follow. Problems with the word relate to algebra with known situations, which helps students understand abstract concepts. Students develop an understanding by intuitively solving equations and inequalities before
introducing formal solutions. Students begin studying algebra in books 1-4 using only integers. Books 5-7 introduce rational numbers and expressions. Books 8-10 extend coverage to the actual system number. =&gt; Additional decimals to fractions or mixed numbers (decimals/hundredths/thousandths)
Decimal places to fractions or mixed numbers (up to millionths) Mixed numbers to decimal places (denominated 10, 100 and 1000) Administrative and incorrect fractions to decimal places (denominators 10, 100 or 1000) Administrative fractions to decimal places (denominator powers ten to 1 000 000)
Mixed numbers to decimal places (powers of denominators ten, up to 1 000 000) Fractions or mixed numbers to decimal places (single, variegated denominators) to decimal places - the need for long division of fractions into decimal places - mixed practice practice A series of workbooks using key
curriculum press that begins with basic concepts and operations on decimals. Then the books cover the real-world uses decimal places in prices, sports, metrics, calculators and science. The set contains books 1-4. = &gt; Additional mental multiplication Multiply in columns Decimal Division Mental
Division Simple decimal division (dividend has 1-2 decimal digits, integer divisor) As well as above, but missing dividend or divisor Divide decimal places by decimal places (Think about how many times the divisor fits into the quotient.) Mixed multiplication and division problems 1 (1 decimal digit) Divide
integers and decimal places by 10. 100 or 1000 Same as above, missing dividend or divisor Multiply or divide decimal places &amp; integers 10, 100, and 1000 Divide integers and decimal places by 10, 100, 1000, or 10,000 Divide integers and decimals by 10, 100 , 1000 or 10 000 - missing dividend or
divisor Long division Measuring units Usual system Measuring units using long division &amp; multiplication (paper &amp; pencil) or mental math Convert using calculator, with decimal places Metric System Convert between mm, cm and m - using decimal places Convert between mm, cm, m and km -
using decimal places Convert between ml &amp; l and g &amp; kg - using decimal places All metric units listed above – mixed practice – using decimal places metric system : convert between units of length (mm, cm, dm, m, dam, hm, km) Metric system : convert between mass units (mg, cg, dg, g, dag,
hg, kg) Metric system: conversion between units of volume (ml, cl, dl, L, dal, hl, kl) Metric system: convert between units of length, weight and volume Ratio Write ratio and simplify it Ratio of word problems Percentage of prime factoring, GCF and LCM addition fractions and subtraction Multiplication
fractions In all problems with multiplication and division , helps to simplify before multiplication. Split fractions Convert fractions to mixed numbers and vv Simplify or equivalent fractions Fractions vs. Decimals The coordinates of the Addition &amp; Subtraction Grid Addition and Integer Subtraction are
outside the common basic standards for level 6, but some sy curricula or standards may include them in the sixth class. Multiplication &amp; Division Multiplication and division of whole numbers exceeds the common basic standards for grade 6, but references to worksheets are included here for
completeness, since some curricula or standards may include them in 6. Geometry area - These worksheets are in the coordinate grid. Volume &amp; surface area Because these worksheets below contain pictures of different sizes, first check what the worksheet looks like in print preview before printing.
If it doesn't fit, you can print it on a scale (for example, 90%), or create another by refreshing a worksheet page until you fit. Optional Topics Circle of Proportions To have more control over options such as number of problems or font size or spacing problems or range range Just click on these links to use
the worksheet generators yourself: yourself:
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